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some creative ideas & examples inspired by love in its widest 
sense.  love yrselves, love&rage, love

get cosy in a place yu like, wrap yrself in a blanket, a warming 
drink, things around for words / art; an item yu'd love to talk 
about; light a candle, turn fairylights on, or ... 

conjure up that place yu love best ... 
(yr fave view? the best curry sauce?  the relaxing-est song?)  
yr there - so write one word down yr page - its name or flavour 
or smell or sight or sound or memory or ... now make a wee list
spelling it out (our take on acrostics)

       singing
       under
mountains
 sunsettings

    exquisite
       tingle

send postcard to the place yu love best
set it at any point in time.  (draw it too? / design yr own stamp!)
write a draft saying as much as possible in this short space.
revise this.  cut out as many words as possible to allow space. 
write this new version -poem / prosepoem / shapepoem / other.
how about a sequence?  choose yr timescale - past present 
future / night & day / one per season / different voices





picture a map that contains a (possibly wonky) heart-shape

is it a lake? an island walk?  a constellation in the sky?
the shape made when yu walk between say 7 ov yr favourite 
locations?

 draw this heart large as yu can
 write down the points on this map lightly
 walk the heart with a rainbow ov colours to write a 

stream ov consciousness between the shapes (how yr 
favourite coffee smells / tastes, how the light falls, daft 
chip shop names, etc)

 yr shape-poem will literally flow
 yu could illustrate this

the doodle version
- take a rainbow ov pens for a walk across the page - a more 
abstract version
- write down things (real or imagined, actual or ideas) yu'd love
to find or things that bring yu joy
- draw lines to these things yu want to find : these lines are 
now an actual map - write down (or draw) how yu might get 
there









make a list ov things yu love doing
list-poems / art as lists are wonderful things

yu could put them up around yr home / carry them with yu / 
write them on post-its & make an anonymous public trail

for example - we love having a pile ov boxes in public & 
rummaging thru them more & more frantically listing what they 
contain (throwing out a painkiller box, one that held an alarm 
clock, another that held a lightbulb, another that held lollies 
(lolly = money) while saying out loud things like pain .... killer; 
time .... specifically 11:07 (the time on the boxes clock hands); 
light (but only eleven watts);  lolly - & read the ingredients)  - 
then we pull out a see-thru one & write 
across it 

dream 

then we say aloud boxes are for dreaming outside ov
& we hand that dream (box) to someone





erasure poetry 
(reclaiming something yu dont like / remixing something yu love)
 
grab page ov someone elses writing that yu feel strongly about
- could be a book, magazine, newspaper article etc

cut to a heartshape - perhaps colour in the border ov the heart
or cut up tape etc (red tape - for saving lives, washi tape like 
the one we used - reading handmade with love etc)

- with the text thats left - cross out individual letters or words or 
phrases or sentences 

a new text emerges

(folks have been doing this for at least 50 years)

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/feb/09/texas-
lawyer-zoom-cat-filter-kitten

- heres our take on the above really daft (zoom can make yu 
laugh!) article to illustrate







monochords are one line poems.  late in life yannis ritsos 
wrote a book ov 336, we carried that book for years & wrote 
responses to each.  a version ov ours is published by knives 
forks & spoons press.  them. we also write them large up walls 
across europe or smaller versions on paper.  heres a couple  





some more ov our work that offers love&rage: 



hyena in petticoats (honouring mad bad rad bi internationalist 
mutha mary wollstonecraft who was written off as 'hyena in 
petticoats') https://gobscure.wixsite.com/hyenapetticoat

rose carved in rain (fat mad big kid bi dissidence in honour ov 
sergei parajanov.  dissident badges are much loved again)
https://vimeo.com/417821182

https://gobscure.bandcamp.com/releases
inc album ov bi sound art

touching edges ov flood.  partly about our first memory - the 
magic & love ov touching edges ov river tees in flood.  
our performance starts around 19 minutes in
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6KFLLqp0z0

(our general site is https://gobscure.wixsite.com/info)

others works we used in the workshops 

elif shafak on her coffee cup - storytelling
frances horovitz - in painswick churchyard poem
rupi kaur poem / drawing (our struggle to celebrate each other)
gw sok - propadada (lyric / poem)
william carlos williams - this is to say / tom leonard - jist ti let yi 
no
skysedge (justine haupt) - the purpose ov work



& links to some writing we love

poison girls - persons unknown (song) 
https://allthemadmenrecords.bandcamp.com/album/persons-
unknown
vi subversiva began singing in her 40's in the 70's - 
persons unknown is classic anarcho punk, 1980?
a list poem really - Persons unknown ends 
Flesh and blood are what we are
Flesh and blood is who we are
Our cover is blown
make yr own list 

edwin morgan poem - strawberries 
https://www.nationaltheatrescotland.com/latest/a-poetic-tribute-
strawberries

https://onbeing.org/blog/poetry-is-not-a-luxury-by-audre-
lorde/
audre lorde from “Sister Outsider: essays and speeches” page 
36. Published by Crossing Press, 1985.
heres a tiny extract : Poetry is the way we help give name to 
the nameless so it can be thought. The farthest external 
horizons of our hopes and fears are cobbled by our poems, 
carved from the rock experiences of our daily lives.  As they 
become known and accepted to ourselves, our feelings, and 
the honest exploration of them, become sanctuaries and 
fortresses and spawning grounds for the most radical and 
daring of ideas, 



https://www.thi-wurd.com/classic-album-fiction-nights/

for thi wurd classic fiction night 
1.  Choose a track from 69 Love Songs.
2.  Use the song title as your story title.  
3.  Write a short piece of fiction that takes no more than 2 
minutes to read out.   
Alan MacGunnigall, writer / tutor / editor / publisher thi wurd

we wrote truckers hand 
(papa was a rodeo, westbound, m62, outta leeds)
italics are stephen merritt lyrics, rest is ours



love was a truckers hand.  warp n weft ov fairy-light pilots us 
off the transpennine grey n into the truckers hand where skin-
on-skins-electric 

i love yr twisted point ov view.  leeds librarians burst in, hating 
how their money let us breach clause 28s 'pree-tend family 
relationships'.  flesh-mobs ov wedding ring into our face 

before I learned to stand.  edge-yu-cayshun : others bullied for 
no reading, were screamed at for taking the kiss ov book after 
book after book.  rationed to one skinny text per term after

mama was a rock 'n' roll band.  our sleeping bags nicked 
driving to that demo.  they get it back, bonus is oil stains off 
their hands.  dancing to age ov chance they climax on dont get
mad get even.   put match to fire we've built, whisper they're 
ruby ax 

i love yr questioning eyebrows.  eyebrows get plucked into 
literal question-mark in the de-gendered bogs.  ruby ax hears 
library-rumble, bursts out offering to truckers-hand each n 
every.  they really do truck, mostly they tuck, yu definitely don't 
wanna fuck ... with 

55 years later.  blood n bone makes the best fertiliser.  our 
roses have the fattest thorns.  stand at back-gate, close eyes n
... breathe deep.  this perfume-ripping-flesh is our mirror-ball.  
age 55 n we're finally safe to turn our back on world 




	Flesh and blood is who we are
	Our cover is blown

